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Ruby Cookbook: Recipes for Object-Oriented ScriptingO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Why spend time on coding problems that others have already solved when you could be making real progress on your Ruby project? This updated cookbook provides more than 350 recipes for solving common problems, on topics ranging from basic data structures, classes, and objects, to web development, distributed programming, and...
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Cardiac Gene Expression: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2007

	This book presents both cutting-edge and established methods for studying cardiac gene expression. The protocols provide a template for solid research, and cover the process through screening, analysis, characterization, and functional confirmation of novel genes or known genes with a new function. The concluding section of the book...
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Microsoft Mapping: Geospatial Development with Bing Maps and C#Apress, 2013

	Geospatial mapping applications have become hugely popular in recent years. With smart-phone and tablet numbers snow-balling this trend looks set to continue well into the future. Indeed, it is true to say that in today’s mobile world location-aware apps are becoming the norm rather than the exception. 

	

	In...
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Applied Fuzzy Arithmetic: An Introduction with Engineering ApplicationsSpringer, 2004
Applied Fuzzy Arithmetic provides a well-structured compendium that offers both a deeper knowledge about the theory of fuzzy arithmetic and an extensive view on its applications in the engineering sciences, making it a resource for students, researchers, and practical engineers. The first part of the book gives an introduction...
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The Traveler's Web: An Extreme Searcher Guide to Travel Resources on the InternetCyberAge Books, 2007
According to a recent survey by the Travel Industry Association of America, nearly 80 million Americans turned to the Internet for help with travel planning in 2005. The same survey reports that the Internet is now used for some aspect of travel planning in more than 75 percent of all trips. You can count on these numbers rising in the years ahead....
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Mastering Object-oriented PythonPackt Publishing, 2014

	For those who know the basics of object-oriented Python this book is a must-have. With 750 code samples and a relaxed tutorial approach, it’s the seamless route to more sophisticated programming.


	Overview

	
		Create applications with flexible logging, powerful configuration and command-line options,...
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Secret Recipes of the Python Ninja: Over 70 recipes that uncover powerful programming tactics in PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Test your Python programming skills by solving real-world problems

	
		Key Features

		
			Access built-in documentation tools and improve your code.
	
			Discover how to make the best use of decorator and generator functions
	
			Enhance speed and improve concurrency by...
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The Philosophy of Gottlob FregeCambridge University Press, 2005
Begriffsschrift was, as the subtitle announced, a formula language of pure
thought modeled upon the language of arithmetic. Frege borrowed the notation
for functions from arithmetic, and enlarged the realm of applicability
of a function beyond the domain of numbers. Then, supplanting the
subject/predicate division, which was...
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The Art of Computer Programming, Volume 4A: Combinatorial Algorithms, Part 1Addison Wesley, 2011

	The TITLE of Volume 4 is Combinatorial Algorithms, and when I proposed it I was strongly inclined to add a subtitle: The Kind of Programming I Like Best. Mv editors have decided to tone down such exuberance, but the fact remains that programs with a combinatorial flavor have always been my favorites.


	On the other hand I've...
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Artificial Intelligence in Recognition and Classification of Astrophysical and Medical Images (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007


	During the past decade digital imaging has significantly progressed in

	all imaging areas ranging from medicine, pharmacy, chemistry, biology to

	astrophysics, meteorology and geophysics. The avalanche of digitized

	images produced a need for special techniques of processing and

	knowledge extraction from many digital images with...
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Nine Algorithms That Changed the Future: The Ingenious Ideas That Drive Today's ComputersPrinceton Press, 2011


	Computing is transforming our society in ways that are as profound as the changes wrought

	by physics and chemistry in the previous two centuries. Indeed, there is hardly an aspect of

	our lives that hasn't already been influenced, or even revolutionized, by digital technology.

	Given the importance of computing to modern society,...
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Real Analysis with an Introduction to Wavelets and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2004

	Real Analysis is based on the real numbers, and it is naturally

	involved in practical mathematics. On the other hand, it has taken on

	subject matter from set theory, harmonic analysis, integration theory,

	probability theory, theory of partial differential equations, etc., and

	has provided these areas with important ideas and...
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